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ABSTRACT
Obesity is a global health crisis associated with increased arterial stiffness, diminished brain
reactivity, and diminished executive functioning. Inhibitory control, a specific domain of
executive functioning, is known to be especially important to behaviors influencing health. The
current study aimed to determine if increased adiposity and arterial stiffness were associated with
performance and brain activation for two inhibitory control subtypes, response restraint, and
response cancellation. Carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity, the Cued Go/No-go Task, the Stop
Signal Task, and functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) were used to investigate these
relationships. Pearson correlations indicated that slower stop-signal reaction time was associated
with a greater waist-to-hip ratio (r = .469) and a greater pulse wave velocity (r = .400). fNIRS
monitoring during the Cued Go/No-go task revealed that a lower mean level of oxyhemoglobin
in the left prefrontal cortex was associated with greater hip-to-waist ratio (r = -.348) and pulse
wave velocity (r = -.372). fNIRS monitoring during the Stop Signal task also revealed that a
lower mean level of oxyhemoglobin in the right prefrontal cortex was associated with greater
body mass index (r = -.308) and body fat percentage (r = -.288). Hierarchical regression revealed
that pulse wave velocity added a significant explanation of stop-signal reaction times, above and
beyond the variance explained by age, socioeconomic status, and body fat percentage (ΔR2= .09).
Our results further support that adiposity and arterial stiffness are related to brain hemodynamic
response and particular inhibitory control abilities and add that this relationship may be present
in a younger adult population.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The rates of individuals who are overweight and obese are increasing among every age
group globally (Blüher, 2019). Overweight and obese individuals are more likely to have chronic
health issues including hypertension, dyslipidemia, type-2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome, and
cardiovascular disease which contribute significantly to increased mortality (Flegal, Kit, Orpana,
& Graubard, 2013; Must, Spadano, Coakley, Field, Colditz, & Dietz, 1999). Obesity also
negatively impacts the cardiovascular system by increasing arterial stiffness, which further
increases the risk of cardiovascular mortality, congestive heart failure, and stroke (Sutton-Tyrrell
et al., 2005; Ohkuma et al., 2017). Therefore, the increase in the prevalence of obesity and its
associated health conditions are stressing global healthcare systems (Lehnert, Sonntag,
Konnopka, Riedel-Heller, & König, 2013; Ng et al., 2014).
Obesity is also associated with deficits and an increased decline in cognitive functioning
(Arvanitakis, Capuano, Bennett, & Barnes, 2017; Goldschmidt, O'Brien, Lavender, Pearson,
Grange, & Hunter, 2017; Gunstad, Lhotsky, Wendell, Ferrucci, & Zonderman, 2010).
Furthermore, research demonstrates that high sugar/fat/calorie diets and sedentary behavior have
a negative impact on cognitive performance (Smith, Hay, Campbell, & Trollor, 2011;
Greenwood, & Winocur, 2005). These factors decrease cardiovascular system health, which is
believed to be a major factor affecting brain functioning and subsequent cognitive performance
(Davenport, Hogan, Eskes, Longman, & Poulin, 2012).
Cerebral Vascular Functioning
Increased body fat is strongly associated with increased arterial stiffness and vascular
dysfunction (Koskinen et al., 2009; Tremblay, Colley, Saunders, Healy, & Owen, 2010; Huynh
et al., 2013; Short, Blackett, Gardner, & Copeland, 2009; Wildman, Mackey, Bostom,
1

Thompson, & Sutton-Tyrrell, 2003). Obesity-related vascular dysfunction has been shown to
negatively affect the brain in several ways. First, the cerebral vascular response is blunted in
obese populations (Hurr, Patik, Kim, & Brothers, 2017; Rodríguez-Flores, García-García, CanoNigenda, & Cantú-Brito, 2014). Second, vascular dysfunction due to a high-fat diet appears
earlier in cerebral arterioles than in carotid arteries (Lynch et al., 2013). Finally, increased
adipose tissue increases inflammation, which specifically harms cerebral vascular functioning
(Chang, Chavan & Pavlov, 2019; Freeman, Haley-Zitlin, Rosenberger, & Granhom, 2013;
Nishimura, Manabe, & Nagai, 2009; Nguyen, Kilcross, & Jenkins, 2014; Singer & Lumeng,
2017; Stough & Fard, 2019).
Since neurocognitive activity relies heavily on brain vasculature, vascular dysfunction
may moderate the relationship between obesity and impairments in cognitive functioning
(Davenport et al., 2012). Indeed, arterial stiffness has been associated with impairments in
cognitive functioning (Howarth, Gleeson, & Attwell, 2012). For example, increased arterial
stiffness is associated with higher rates of age-related cognitive decline (Mekari et al., 2019;
Singer, Trollor, Baune, Sachdev, & Smith, 2014; Watson et al., 2008) and increased risk of
dementia (Waldstein et al., 2008). Even in healthy middle-aged adults, longitudinal analyses
show that arterial stiffness contributes to accelerating the rate of cognitive decline (Hajjar,
Goldstein, Martin, & Quyyumi. 2016). These findings help demonstrate a link between vascular
health and cognitive function.
Inhibitory Control
Executive functions are the set of cognitive processes that are engaged in the control and
monitoring of behavior and mental thought. These cognitive processes are needed for planning,
flexible thinking, and self-control (Heitz, Redick, Hambrick, Kane, Conway, & Engle, 2006).
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Inhibitory control, a subprocess of executive functioning, is the voluntary control (stopping,
changing, or delaying) of a prepotent attentional, motor, or behavioral response (Logan, Cowan,
& Davis 1984). As such, inhibitory control processes serve higher-level processes such as the
focusing of attention, ignoring of irrelevant information, and controlling strong but inappropriate
responses (Hasher, Lustig, & Zacks, 2007; Verbruggen et al., 2019).
Inhibitory control processes are recruited in the self-regulation of health-related behaviors
such as the selection of food/meals, snacking, and physical activity levels (Baumeister, 2014; De
Ridder, Lensvelt-Mulders, Finkenauer, Stok, & Baumeister, 2011). Increased body fat and
obesity have been associated with poor inhibitory control abilities (Barkin, 2013; Batterink,
Yokum, & Stice, 2010; Jasinska, Yasuda, Burant, Gregor, Khatri, Sweet, & Falk, 2012;
Nederkoorn, Smulders, Havermans, Roefs, & Jansen, 2006; Maayan, Hoogendoorn, Sweat, &
Convit, 2011). Increased access to food (especially rewarding high fat/sugar foods), a more
sedentary lifestyle, and a prevalence of cues associated with unhealthy behaviors (ex. Food
advertising) place an even greater role of inhibitory control processes on health (Appelhans,
2009; Wardle, 1988).
There are three types of consciously-driven, effortful inhibitory control processes:
interference control, response flexibility, and response inhibition (see Figure 1.1). Response
inhibition is further divided into two parts: response restraint and response cancellation.
Response restraint involves a proactive process that occurs before the action happens while
response cancellation involves a corrective process occurring after a response has been initiated
(Schachar et al., 2007).
Response inhibition in particular has been linked to health behaviors and obesity. For
example, women with obesity and sweet food addiction show poorer performance on measures
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of response inhibition relative to controls. This poorer performance on this task was also
associated with increased impulsivity (Hsu et al., 2017). Additionally, researchers have found
that poorer response inhibition ability can predict weight gain (Guxens, Mendez, Julvez, et al.,
2009; Osika & Montgomery, 2008; Nederkoorn et al., 2010).
Inhibitory Control
Effortless
Inhibition
Stimulus
Orienting
Inhibition
of Return

Effortful
Inhibition
Interference
Control
Stroop,
Flanker

Response
Flexibility
Wisconsin
Card
Sorting
Task

Reponse
Inhibition
Response
Restraint
Go/No-Go
Task

Response
Cancellation
Stop Signal
Task

Figure 1.1: Divisions of Inhibitory Control and Tasks Used to Measure Abilities
Note. From Wikinson (2016)
Using imaging techniques such as functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and
function Near Infra-Red Spectroscopy (fNIRS), researchers have demonstrated that the
prefrontal cortex (PFC) is highly involved in inhibition tasks. (Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida,
Kikyo, Kameyama, & Miyashita, 1999; Schroeter, Zysset, Kruggel, & von Cramon, 2003).
Better performance on inhibition tasks is associated with greater levels of oxyhemoglobin as
measured by fNIRS (León-Carrion et al. 2008; Schroeter et al., 2002). The hemodynamic
response in the PFC and performance on inhibition tasks is also affected by obesity. Compared to
normal-weight individuals, individuals who were overweight and obese had decreased levels of
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oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2) in the prefrontal cortex. (Deng, Huang, Zhang, Qi, & Huang,
2017).
In contrast, individuals with better cardiovascular fitness have better performance on
tasks of inhibition and increased oxygenated hemoglobin in the prefrontal cortex during the task
(Dupuy et al., 2015). Moreover, Drigny et al., (2014) demonstrated that an exercise training
program had positive effects on cerebral hemodynamic response and executive functioning.
After the program, the participants’ executive functioning and cerebral vascular response to
exercise were both significantly improved. Taken alongside the information from studies
involving obese individuals, these findings indicate that measuring hemodynamic response may
be able to index the health of the blood supply in the frontal lobe (Davenport, Hogan, Eskes,
Longman, & Poulin, 2012).
In sum, the literature demonstrates independent associations between vascular health,
brain functioning, and cognitive performance. Even though researchers consider cerebral
vascular response an important factor influencing cognitive function, few studies involve
measures of vascular health, neuroimaging, and cognitive performance and even fewer which
specifically consider the different types of inhibitory control abilities. The literature does
establish that increased body fat is associated with vascular dysfunction and poorer executive
control, yet, we identified no studies which explore the association between arterial stiffness,
cerebral hemodynamic response, and response restraint and response cancellation abilities
(Lavagnino, Arnone, Cao, Soares, & Selvaraj, 2016; Prickett, Brennan, & Stolwyk, 2015; Singer,
Trollor, Baune, Sachdev, & Smith, 2014).
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CHAPTER 2: CURRENT STUDY
The objective of the current study was to determine if increased adiposity and arterial
stiffness were associated with performance and brain activation for the inhibitory control
subtypes, response restraint, and response cancellation. Correlational methodology was
determined to be a sufficient initial step to investigating these relationships using a diverse
sample of adults.
First, we wanted to establish that significant relationships existed between indices of
adiposity (waist-to-hip ratio [WHR], body mass index [BMI], body fat percentage), pulse wave
velocity, and measures of response restraint and response cancellation inhibition ability. Equally,
we wanted to examine the relationships in which these indices of adiposity and arterial stiffness
had with the mean level of oxygenated hemoglobin in the prefrontal cortex during these tasks.
To further explore the relationship between arterial stiffness and inhibitory control, we
determined to what extent would the addition of pulse wave velocity and mean level of PFC
oxyhemoglobin levels account for ability, above and beyond the predictive associations from
age, socioeconomic status (SES), and body fat percentage. By the addition of first age and SES
in the first step of the hierarchical regression, we can account for variables that are already
known to be highly influential in neurocognitive abilities (Farah, 2017; Noble, McCandliss, &
Farah, 2007; Oschwald et al., 2019). Furthermore, since prior studies have established a clear
association negative between obesity and inhibitory control, an indicator of body fat content was
also included in the first step of the hierarchical regression. These health and cognitive studies
used body mass index, which was developed to as a quick and easy way to index a person’s fat
composition, our supposition was that body fat percentage would be a more robust indicator of
general adiposity that is less impacted by muscle mass (Arvanitakis, Capuano, Bennett, &
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Barnes, 2017; Goldschmidt, O'Brien, Lavender, Pearson, Grange, & Hunter, 2017; Ortega, Sui,
Lavie, & Blair, 2016).
Our predictions were as follows:
Prediction 1) Greater adiposity and pulse wave velocity would be associated with
decreased response restraint (increased errors on vertical cue no-go trials of the Go/No-go task)
and decreased response cancellation (increased stop-signal reaction time on the Stop Signal
task).
Prediction 2) Greater adiposity and pulse wave velocity would be associated with blunted
hemodynamic response (lower HbO2 and greater HHb) in the PFC during these tasks.
Prediction 3) Pulse wave velocity would account for significant variance of performance
above and beyond the covariates (age, SES, and body fat percentage).
Prediction 4) The addition of task-related PFC oxygenated hemoglobin levels would also
be able to account for significant variance in inhibition performance scores.

7

CHAPTER 3: METHODS
Participants
A power analysis was conducted using G*Power for small, medium, and large effect
sizes to determine the required sample size (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009). Since past
research using neuroimaging has found statistically significant results using samples much lower
than 50, therefore, a medium to large effect was assumed (Deng et al., 2017; Dupuy et al., 2015).
Results from the power analysis (alpha = .05, power = .80) revealed that to detect a medium
effect (f2 = .20) 73 participants were required. To detect a large effect (f2 =.35) at the levels of
alpha and power stated prior, 37 participants were required.
Participants were recruited using flyers, social media, and craigslist ads (See Appendix
A). Ads described the study, the $15 incentive, and invited only individuals who were; 18-50
years, non-smokers, had no major medical conditions, no known skin allergies, and no head
injuries. Digital recruitment ads were shared via Facebook in local Facebook groups while
printed flyers were posted in public places (i.e. University, Public Library). All posts, flyers, or
potential participant contact for information directed to the eligibility questionnaire. The online
software QuestionPro (2019) and Appointlet (2019) were used to determine eligibility and
schedule study times for participants (See Appendix B). When a potential participant completed
the eligibility questionnaire via QuestionPro, they were redirected to Appointlet.com, where they
scheduled their appointment time. All participants were compensated with a $15 gift card.
Data were collected from 71 participants, however, due to technical errors and drop-outs,
complete inhibitory ability data was only obtained from 57 and complete fNIRS data from 48
(see Figure 3.1). Of the 57, the majority were male (54.4%) and Hispanic (73.7%). Ages ranged
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from 18 to 50 and the average age was 31.3 (SD = 8.77). Most reported having at least a high
school education (98.2%).

Figure 3.1: Decomposition of Participants, Errors, and Drop-outs
The majority of participants reported on the demographical questionnaire (see Appendix
C) that their primary language was English (68.4%) and on a scale of 1 to 5, they indicated
having good to excellent self-rated proficiency (M = 4.8, SD = .54)1. Self-rated Spanish language
ability was rated as good (Mean = 3.8, SD = 1.36). Two participants reported being English
monolinguals. While 24.6% indicated that they had below proficient ability in Spanish.
1

Language proficiency was surveyed using very basic methods (see Appendix C). True language
proficiency would require more time and were not of primary interest in the current study.
Socioeconomic status was calculated based on education, employment, and income (Oakes &
Rossi, 2003; Saleem, 2018). The bulk of the group was categorized as middle-class (67.34%).
9

Materials
CUED GO/NO-GO TASK
Response restraint inhibitory control ability was measured using the cued Go/No-go task
(Fillmore, Rush, & Hays, 2006). The task was programmed using Inquisit 5 software (Inquisit 5,
2016). Participants were asked to press the spacebar when a green rectangle appears (Go trial) on
the screen and to reframe from pressing the spacebar when a blue rectangle appears (No-go trial)
(see Figure 3.2). The rectangles could appear in both horizontal and vertical positions and before
the color of the rectangle appears, a cue appeared showing the position of the following stimulus.
Vertical rectangles have a high probability (4:1) of being a go trial where horizontal rectangles
have a low probability (1:4) of being a go trial.
Each trial consisted of a fixation point for 800ms, then a 500ms white screen, followed
by a cue displayed for one of five stimulus onset asynchronies (100, 200, 300, 400, or 500ms)
then a go or no-go target. The target then remained until a response or 1000ms had occurred.
Between each trial was a 700ms interval. The task consisted of 250 trials; 100 vertical cue go
targets; 25 vertical cue no-go targets; 100 horizontal cue no-go targets; and 25 horizontal cue go
targets.
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Figure 3.2: Cued Go/No-go Task Design
The proportion of inhibition errors made during the task was calculated by dividing the
number of trials where participants responded to a no-go stimulus. Error rates were calculated for
both cue conditions (vertical and horizontal). Mean reaction times were also calculated for all go
trials, vertical go trials, and horizontal go trials. The primary indicator of response restraint
ability was defined as the error rate on no-go trials and error rates on vertical no-go trials. Since
11

vertical cue trials produce a stronger prepotent go response, no-go inhibition errors on these trials
are more indicative of response restraint performance.
STOP SIGNAL TASK
The stop signal task paradigm (Logan, 1994) was used to measure response cancellation
inhibitory control ability. The task was programmed using Inquisit 5 software (Inquisit 5, 2016).
The task consisted of a blank screen that first displayed a circle containing a left or right-pointing
arrow. The participant was instructed to press the key which corresponds with the arrow
direction (d for left, k for right), unless a tone is played, indicating not to respond. The delay
between the arrow stimulus and the tone begins at 250ms and then is increased or decreased by
50ms depending on the prior trial performance. The maximum delay was 1150ms and the
minimum 50ms, with responding allowed up until the beginning of the next trial (see Figure 3.3).
There was a stimulus onset asynchrony of 2000ms before the start of each trial. The task
consisted of 1 practice block of 32 trials including 8 stop tone (stop signal) trials and 24 no tone
trials. The test proportion of the task consisted of three blocks, each with 64 trials with the same
1:3 proportion of stop signal to non-stop signal trials.
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Figure 3.3: Stop Signal Task Design
Participants’ percentage of hits, misses, and mean reaction time were calculated for nonstop signal trials. The probability of reacting in a stop-signal trial was calculated. The primary
indicator of response cancellation ability was defined as stop signal reaction estimated time. This
is the estimated time required to stop the initiated go-process which was calculated using the
subtraction method established by Verbruggen, Chambers, and Logan (2013).
Apparatus
ANTHROPOMORPHIC MEASUREMENTS
We measured waist and hip circumferences using an anthropometric tape calculator
waist-to-hip ratio as [waist circumference (cm) / hip circumference (cm). Females with waist-tohip ratios greater than .85 and men who were greater than .90 are considered to have abdominal
obesity (World Health Organization, 2011). Height and weight were obtained using a calibrated
portable stadiometer and scale connected to a Bod Pod air displacement plethysmography system
(Life Measurement Inc., Concord, California, USA). Body mass index was calculated as [weight
(kg)/height (m)2]. Participants with body mass index values greater than 25 are considered
13

overweight and greater than 30 obese (World Health Organization, 2017). We determined body
fat percentage using a Bod Pod air displacement plethysmography system (Life Measurement
Inc., Concord, California, USA). When considering body fat percentage, the following
categorization was used to classify individuals as overweight/obese according to their age and
body fat percentage: men ages 18-39 who had more than 20% body fat, men ages 40-50 who had
more than 22% body fat, women ages 18-39 who had more than 33% body fat, and women ages
40-59 who had more than 34% body fat are considered as overweight/obese (Gallagher et al.,
2000).
ARTERIAL STIFFNESS
A SphygmoCor EM3 pulse wave velocity system and connected laptop (AtCor Medical
Pty. Ltd., Sydney, Australia) were used to measure carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity. carotidfemoral pulse wave velocity is the gold standard for measuring arterial stiffness (Van Bortel et
al., 2012). A connected pressure tonometer recorded pressure pulse waveforms while the system
recorded ECG signals. The system calculated the carotid-femoral pulse wave velocity using the
mean time difference and length between the two measurement sites (AtCor Medical Pty. Ltd.,
2000).
PRE-FRONTAL CORTEX HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSE
A continuous-wave function near-infrared optical brain imaging unit fNIRS100, 16
channel sensor array (BIOPAC Systems, Inc.; www.biopac.com), and a laptop computer were
used to collect hemodynamic response data. The fNIRS100 was controlled using Cognitive
Optical Brain Imaging (COBI) Studio software (Ayaz, 2005). The connected fNIRS sensor array
consisted of four IR light sources (both 730 and 850 nm wavelengths) and ten light detectors
mounted within a headband placed on the forehead. The fNIRS100 device calculates the relative
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levels of HbO2 and HHb based upon local baseline levels based upon the modified BeerLambert law (Ayaz, 2005). The desktop and the laptop were connected with a serial cable so that
Inquisit 5 was able to send electronic triggers and markers to COBI studio allowing for task
automation and fNIRS data analysis. Task programming sent unique markers via serial cable to
the fNIRS data collection software, COBI, at the beginning and end of the practice and test
blocks. The markers allowed for analysis of the hemodynamic response for each task.
Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy data were processed using FNIRSOFT v4.3
(Ayaz, 2010). Each raw light data file had electronic noise, ambient light, and motion artifacts
removed (Ayaz, 2010). Raw light data files were cleaned by applying a programmed script
which first applied a finite impulse response (FIR) digital filter, then an ambient light filter, and
finally a sliding-window motion artifact rejection (SMAR) filter (see Appendix E). Refined light
data was then used to calculate oxygenated (HBO2) and deoxygenated (HHR) by applying the
modified beer Lambert law (MBLL) and using baseline light data collected at the beginning of
each task.
Next, oxygenation data files were processed using a detrending filter. This filter accounts
for global signal drift commonly seen in fNIRS data (Ayaz, 2010). Next, the oxygenation data
was processed with a Correlation Based Signal Improvement (CBSI) algorithm to reduce noise
based on the principle that oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin levels are negatively correlated
(Cui, Bray, & Reiss, 2010). These filters were applied using a programmed script and overall
improved signal quality and reduce noise leading to more correct hemodynamic data to be
extracted (Appendix E).
Next, the task blocks were defined using the markers which were sent from Inquisit 5.
Automation techniques in FNIRSoft (Ayaz, 2010) allowed for the extraction of 4 total blocks
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being defined (three blocks for the Stop-Signal Task, and one overall block for Go/No-go task).
Then, mean oxygenated hemoglobin (were extracted from each task using a programmed script
(Appendix E). Since forehead size and hair/eyebrow position varies the programmed script
automatically trimmed data to the four middle voxels (see Illustration 3.1). Each block had
oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb) extracted. Brain
hemodynamic response as measured by fNIRS levels of HHb has a well-established relationship
with the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) blood-oxygenation-level dependent
(BOLD) signal (Strangman, Culver, Thompson, & Boas, 2002). However, more recent work has
indicated that the levels of HbO2 better reflect hemodynamics response during function tasks
with a better noise to signal ratio than the level of HHb (Huppert, Hoge, Diamond, Franceschini,
& Boas, 2006; Strangman, Franceschini, & Boas, 2003). Our main outcome for the
hemodynamic response during the tasks was the mean level of HbO2 in the left and right PFC.

Illustration 3.1: fNIRS Sensor Layout and Regions Excused.
Procedure
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved all materials and procedures. All
researchers completed IRB required training and were trained and tested on all measurement
techniques before data collection. Parking was provided to participants on campus, however,
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parking was changed to decrease distance participants had to walk to the laboratory (10-minute
walk), time to find parking (30-45 minutes), and to overall decrease the total time to complete
the study. During the initial part of the experiment, two participants had to discontinue
participation without completion due to the time constraints of their next commitment (i.e.
work).
On arrival to the laboratory, participants were seated to read and completed informed
consent (see Appendix D). Next, they completed a brief questionnaire hosted via QuestionPro on
an iPad. The researcher instructed the participant to remain seated after completion of the
questionnaire.
All health measurements were recorded by the researcher using QuestionPro (Appendix
D) on an iPad or paper form. First, the researcher measured their blood pressure and pulse rate
using an OMRON 5 Series Upper Arm Blood Pressure Monitor. Then participants were
instructed to remove their shoes, any items on their heads, and remove any items or bulky
clothing from their person (e.g. phones, belt, jewelry, jackets, coats).
Next participants’ height, waist circumference, and hip circumference were measured
following guidelines from the World Health Organization (2011). The participant was instructed
to stand upright with feet slightly apart and arms to the side loosely hanging while the researcher
was seated on a chair slightly to one side of the participant. Waist circumference was measured
at the minimum circumference between the iliac crest and the rib cage and timed at which the
subject is exhaling. Next, the hip circumference was measured at the maximum width over the
greater trochanters (see Illustration 3.2).
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Waist Measurement

Hip Measurement

Illustration 3.2: Waist and hip Measurements for Waist-to-hip Ratio Calculation.
Note. Adapted from World Health Organization (2011).
Participant body weight and body fat percentage were measured using the Bod Pod (Life
Measurement Inc., Concord, California, USA). The Bod Pod software was used to predict
participants’ lung volume. One participant discontinued the study of the worry that the Bod
Pod’s confined enclosure would provoke their claustrophobia.
PULSE WAVE VELOCITY
Next, participants were instructed to lie down on an exam table face up, and a 5-minute
timer started. Then the disposable ECG electrodes were placed on the participants’ left and right
wrists and left ankle. The SphygmoCor EM3 was then connected to the electrodes and pulse
wave velocity was measured following the manufacturer's guidelines (AtCor Medical Pty Ltd,
2000). First, the researcher input the participant’s age, height, and blood pressure into the
software. Then the participant was instructed to extend their neck and slightly lift their chin
while turning the head away to the left. The researcher located the carotid artery then measured
from the suprasternal notch to the aortic pulse site. The researcher located the femoral artery and
measure from the suprasternal notch to the femoral pulse site (see Illustration 3.3). These
measurements were then inputted into the SphygmoCor software.
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Illustration 3.3: Measurement of Aortic and Femoral Distances for Pulse Wave Velocity.
Note. Adapted from AtCor Medical Pty Ltd. (2000).
Once the 5-minute timer had expired, PWV measurement was started. First, the
researcher used the tonometer to probe the carotid artery site. Once found, the researcher held
the position for a minimum of 20 seconds while the measurement was collected checking the
quality of waveforms (see Illustration 3.4). Then the researcher located the femoral pulse site and
used the same procedure. The software computes the time it takes for the pulse to travel for both
sites using the ECG and tonometer data then automaticity computes pulse wave velocity and the
error associated with the measurement. To ensure accuracy, the researcher took a second PWV
measurement, if the confidence intervals from the 1st and 2nd measurement did not overlap, a
third measurement was obtained. The mean of these measurements was used as the participant’s
overall PWV. One participant could not complete the measurement of blood pressure or pulse
wave velocity as the device could not fit due to the thickness of the participant’s arm/leg.
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Illustration 3.4: Proper Measurement for Pulse Wave Velocity.
Note. Adapted from AtCor Medical Pty Ltd. (2000).
Participants were sat at a table with a desktop computer and were fitted with the fNIRS
headband making sure that there is no hair under the sensor array and that the sensor is centered
with the midline of the face. The window blinds were closed, and the lights turned off to reduce
ambient light interference. Next, the researcher adjusted the sensor LED gain to get data in levels
in optimal ranges (Figure 3.5) (Ayaz, 2010).
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Illustration 3.5: fNIRS Data for the 16 Area Sensor Array
Note. Adapted from Ayaz (2000).
Next, the testing procedure was started on the desktop computer. At the beginning of
each task, the researcher verbally explained the task. The neuroimaging procedure was
automated. Once the fNIRS device was turned on, triggers in the Inquisit programming would
signal COBI studio to take baseline and begin recording. The baseline procedure was
programmed using Inquisit 5. This procedure consisted of a screen which instructed participants
to prepare by being calm and following the computer by taking three deep breaths. For each
breath, the participant was guided by three consecutive 1000ms screens with “Inhale 1,2,3”
followed by three consecutive 1000ms screens with “Exhale 1,2,3”. After the three breaths, a
fixation point appeared, and a trigger was be sent to the fNIRS device to begin the 8000ms
baseline recording.
The order of the tasks was counterbalanced so that half of the participants completed the
Go/No-go task first while the others completed the Stop-Signal task first. Before each task, the
baseline procedure was performed. Once the testing procedure had been completed the
researcher stopped fNIRS recording, finalized the data, and removed the sensor from the
participant's forehead. Researcher errors during finalization caused COBI studio to not to save
hemodynamic data for 10 participants. Likewise, technical issues with Inquisit 5 led to corrupt
data for 1 participant’s data file. Lastly, the participant was debriefed and provided their
monetary incentive.
DATA CLEANING
A systematic approach was followed to ensure data quality. First, all health variables
were inspected for values that were out of range for the physiological measurement. If a value
indicated some error in measurement it was marked as missing. Pulse wave velocity (9.7 m/s) for
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one participant was removed because it fell outside of the 95% confidence interval for their age
(30) and gender (male) (Enticott, Ogloff, & Bradshaw, 2006; Mitchell et al, 2004). Next,
performance data from the inhibitory control tasks were examined for high error rates ( > 70%)
which indicated miscommunication of instructions or lack of following directions similar to
common practices in cognitive research (Clark, 2019, Feest, Harwood, & Falcone, 2019; Van
Wouwe, Claassen, Neimat, Kanoff, & Wylie, 2017). We removed 4 participants’ Cued Go/Nogo task performance and 1 participant’s stop-signal task performance.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
We conducted the analysis using SPSS (v26). First, we extracted basic statistics to
characterize the sample, task performance, and hemodynamic response. Independent sample ttests were conducted to determine if there was a influence of task counterbalance order on
performance and hemodynamic variables. Next, Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated
between our variables of interest. Finally, hierarchical multiple linear regressions were used to
initially control for the influence of age, socioeconomic status, and body fat percentage. In the
next step of the hierarchical regression, pulse wave velocity was added to the model to determine
its incremental validity. Finally, the mean left and right levels of oxygenated hemoglobin were
added in the last step of the model to explain additional variance in performance on the response
inhibition tasks. This three-step hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to predict the two
primary outcome variables (vertical cue no-go error rate and stop-signal reaction time).
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Anthropomorphic Characteristics and Arterial Stiffness
Most of the sample was considered non-lean (overweight/obese) when taking into
account waist-to-hip ratio, body mass index, and body fat percentage (see Table 4.1). With body
mass index, 17.5% were overweight, while 50.9% were obese. Based on waist-to-hip ratio, over
half had adnominal obesity and had body fat percentage which placed them in the non-lean
range. No significant differences were found between females or males for waist-to-hip ratio or
body mass index. Females had significantly more body fat as compared to males, t(55) = 2.457, d
= .65, p = .017.

Table 4.1: Sample Anthropomorphic Characteristics

Females (n = 26)

Males (n = 31)

Total
Percentage
Non-lean

Adiposity Indices

Mean (SD)

Range

Mean (SD)

Range

Waist-to-Hip Ratio

0.86 (0.12)

.61 – 1.22

0.92 (0.08)

.81 – 1.16

52.63%

Body Mass Index

29.06 (6.5)

19.1 - 42.13

29.34 (6.0)

18.04 – 29.34

68.4%

Body Fat Percentage

30.01 (11.2)

8 - 50.2

23.62 (8.4)

8.6 – 42.4

52.63%

Note. Non-lean ranges for adiposity indices were based on standards from the WHO (2011,
2017) and Gallagher et al., (2000).
Aortic-femoral pulse wave velocity ranged from 3.30 to 8.25 meter/second(m/s) and on
average was 5.76 m/s (SD = 1.06). Females had significantly lower pulse wave velocities than
males, t(54) = -2.043, d = .54, p = .046. Pearson correlations revealed positive association
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between increased pulse wave velocity and waist-to-hip ratio, r (57) = .569, p = .044, body mass
index, r (57) = .360, p =.006, but not body fat percentage, r (57) = .232, p = .085.
Cued Go/No-go Task
Performance on the Cued Go/No-go task was very accurate (<1% error rate) and had little
variability (see Table 4.2). Participants made little to no errors on both vertical and horizontal
cue trial types. Mean inhibition errors did not statistically differ between horizontal or vertical
cue trials. Mean go trial error rates did not statistically differ between vertical cue and horizontal
cue trials. Mean reaction time for horizontal cues trials were significantly slower than vertical
cue trials, d = .22, p < .001. There was no significant effect of task counterbalance order on any
outcomes, p > .05.
Table 4.2: Mean Cued Go/No-go Performance (n = 53)
All Trials

Vertical Cue Trials Horizontal Cue Trials t-test for Cue Diff.

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

t

p

Total Error Rate

.0072 (.015)

.0074 (.019)

.0071 (.013)

.20

.84

Inhibition Errors

.0078 (.025)

.0083 (.020)

.0106 (.045)

-.85

.40

Go Trial Errors

.0066 (.010)

.0072 (.021)

.0062 (.008)

.71

.48

Go Trial RT

372 (40.03)

370 (41.11)

381 (38.47)

-4.81

.000

Note. Inhibition Error = Responding to a No-Go Trial; RT = Reaction Time
Results from fNIRS monitoring during the Go/No-go task revealed that the mean levels
of hemoglobin were similar in the left and right PFC (see Figure 4.1). Both left oxygenated
hemoglobin (M = .034, SD = .11) [HbO2] and deoxyhemoglobin (M = .034, SD = .11) [HHb]
were significantly different from baseline; t(46) = 2.125, d = .28, p = .039, t(46) = -2.021, d = 24

.27, p = .049. However, there were no significant correlations between mean levels of PFC
hemoglobin and any Go/No-go performance outcomes, p > .05. Additionally, there was no
significant effect of task counterbalance order nor was of fNIRS sensor used on hemodynamics
outcomes, p > .05.

Figure 4.1: Mean Left / Right PFC Hemoglobin Levels during Go/No-go Task (n = 44)
Note. Error Bars Represent 95% Confidence Interval Around Mean
Cued Go/No-go task vertical no-go error rate was not significantly correlated with waistto-hip ratios, body mass index, or body fat percentage (see Table 4.3). It was also found that the
vertical no-go error rate was negatively associated with pulse wave velocity (see Table 4.3).
Reaction times for both vertical and horizontal cue go trials were not significantly correlated
with any of the adiposity neither pulse wave velocity (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Go Trial Reaction Times and Pulse Wave Velocity
When considering PFC hemodynamic response during the Go/No-go task, Pearson
correlations revealed significant associations with waist-to-hip ratio and pulse wave velocity (see
Table 4.3). A greater waist-to-hip ratio was associated with lower mean levels of HbO2 in the
left frontal area (see Figure 4.3). The associations between pulse wave velocity and mean change
in HbO2 followed a similar pattern. Pearson correlations revealed that higher pulse wave
velocity was associated with lower HbO2 in both left and right areas of the PFC (see Figure 4.3).
Mean reaction times for the Go trials were not significantly correlated to any of the adiposity
indices nor pulse wave velocity for either vertical cue or horizontal cue trials (see Figure 4.4).
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Table 4.3: Pearson correlations between Cued Go/No-go Task, Mean PFC Hemoglobin
Levels, Anthropomorphic Characteristics, and Arterial Stiffness.
Mean PFC Hemoglobin Levels (n = 44)
Vertical No-Go
Error Rate (n = 53)
Left HbO2
Right HbO2
Waist-to-Hip Ratio
-.173
-.348*
-.272
Body Mass Index
-.087
-.145
-.151
Body Fat Percentage
-.086
-.007
-.034
Pulse Wave Velocity
-.325*
-.372*
-.272
Note: PFC = Prefrontal Cortex; HbO2 = Oxygenated hemoglobin; *p<.05; **p<.01

Figure 4.3: Go/No-go PFC HbO2 with Waist-to-Hip Ratio and Pulse Wave Velocity
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Figure 4.4: Pulse Wave Velocity and Mean Go/No-go PFC HbO2 Levels
The results of the hierarchical regression predicting Go/No-go vertical cue trial no-go
error rates revealed that the addition of pulse wave velocity did not significantly increase
variance explained (see Table 4.4). Similarly, the addition of mean PFC HbO2 left and right
levels were able to explain a significant increase in variance explained. Overall the models were
also insignificant for HbO2, R2 = .167, F(6, 43) = 1.239, p =.309

Table 4.4: Hierarchical Regression Results for Go/No-go Task (n = 44)
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95% CI
ΔR2

B

SE

LLCI

ULCI

β

p-value

Age

.00026

.0003

-0.001

0.001

0.341

0.160

Socioeconomic Status

.00004

.001

-0.003

0.003

0.874

0.395

Body Fat Percent

.00007

.0003

-0.001

0.001

0.736

0.206

-.007

.003

-0.015

0.001

-0.292

0.078

Left Mean HbO2

-0.127

.062

-0.287

0.033

-0.533

0.117

Right Mean HbO2

0.100

.059

-0.051

0.252

0.442

0.189

Variable
Step 1

0.034

Step 2

0.075

Pulse Wave Velocity
Step 3

0.058

Note. CI = Confidence Interval; LL = Lower Limit; UL = Upper Limit; SE = Standard Error;
*p<.05; HbO2 = Oxygenated hemoglobin
Stop Signal Task
Participant performance on the Stop Signal task was overall accurate (see Table 4.5).
Stop signal trials had a more varied performance as compared to non-stop signal trials. There
was no significant effect of task counterbalance order, p > .05. During the Stop Signal task, the
mean levels of hemoglobin were similar in the left and right frontal areas (See Figure 4.5). Left
area mean HbO2 (M = .062, SD =.194) was significantly different from baseline; t(47) = 2.15, d
= .32, p = .032. No significant correlations were found between mean levels of PFC hemoglobin
and any stop signal outcomes, p > .05. Additionally, there was no significant effect of task
counterbalance order nor was of fNIRS sensor used on hemodynamics outcomes, p > .05.

Table 4.5: Mean Stop Signal Task Performance (n = 56)
Mean (SD)

Trial Type
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Range

Non-stop
Signal Trials

Hits

95.29 (6.82)

65.5 - 100

Misses

3.93 (5.50)

0 - 27.47

753.36 (169.53)

376 - 1089.44

Probability of Response

44.57 (11.86)

31.25 - 97.87

Stop Signal Delay (ms)

521.85 (206.89)

52.13 - 911.70

Stop Signal Reaction Time (ms) [SSRT]

231.97 (63.25)

99.97 - 231.97

Reaction time (ms)
Stop Signal
Trials

Note. ms = milliseconds; SSRT computed using subtraction method (Verbruggen, Chambers &
Logan, 2013)

Figure 4.5: Left / Right Mean PFC Hemoglobin Levels during Stop Signal Task (n = 47)
Note. Error Bars Represent 95% Confidence Interval Around Mean
Pearson correlations revealed that waist-to-hip ratio and pulse wave velocity were
significantly associated with stop signal performance (see Table 4.6). Greater waist-to-hip ratio
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and pulse wave velocity were significantly associated with longer stop-signal reaction time, r
=.40, p <.05 (see Figure 4.6).
Table 4.6: Pearson correlations between Stop Signal Task, Mean Oxyhemoglobin Levels,
Anthropomorphic Characteristics, and Arterial Stiffness.
Stop Signal Reaction
Time (n=56)
Waist-to-Hip Ratio
Body Mass Index
Body Fat Percentage
Pulse Wave Velocity

.469**
.178
.240
.400**

Mean PFC Hemoglobin (n=47)
Left HbO2
Right HbO2
.112
.244
-.194
-.308*
-.103
-.288*
.138
.198

Note. PFC = Prefrontal Cortex; HbO2 = Oxygenated hemoglobin; *p<.05; **p<.01

Figure 4.6: Stop Signal Reaction Times, Waist-to-Hip Ratio, and Pulse Wave Velocity
Considering the mean level of hemoglobin during the Stop Signal task, Pearson
correlations revealed associations with body mass index and body fat percentage. A greater body
mass index was associated with a lower mean right PFC HbO2 level during the stop-signal task,
r =-.308, p <.05 (see Figure 4.7). A similar relationship was found with body fat percentage,
greater body fat percentage was associated with lower mean right PFC HbO2 level during the
stop-signal task, r =-.288, p <.05 (see Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: BMI and Body Fat Percentage with Right Mean PFC HbO2 Levels during Stop Signal
Task

The results of the hierarchical regression predicting stop signal reaction time did reveal
that the addition of pulse wave velocity significantly increased variance explained (see Table
4.7). The addition of mean levels of HbO2 in step 3 did not explain significant more variance.
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Still, the overall model which included all variables were significant, R2 = .301, F(6, 46) =
2.875, p =.020.
Table 4.7: Hierarchical Regression Results for Stop Signal Task (n = 47)
95% CI
Variable

ΔR2

B

SE

LLCI

ULCI

β

p-value

Age

1.333

.933

-0.549

3.216

0.218

0.160

Socioeconomic
Status

-2.280

2.654

-7.633

3.072

-0.128

0.395

Body Fat Percent1

1.057

.823

-0.603

2.717

0.189

0.206

16.091

7.31

1.347

30.834

0.325

0.033

171.222 -0.460

0.047

33.862

0.053

Step 1

Step 2

0.131

0.090*

Pulse Wave Velocity
Step 3

0.080

Left Mean HbO2

-129.742 60.84

Right Mean HbO2

121.353

-18.427

63.41 -156.758

0.478

Note. CI = Confidence Interval; LL = Lower Limit; UL = Upper Limit; SE = Standard Error;
*p<.05; HbO2 = Oxygenated hemoglobin
1

As a requested follow-up to this analysis, waist-to-hip ratio was exchanged for body fat
percentage in step 1 of the analysis. While the proportion of explained variance increased from
13.1% to 15.2% in step one, explaining 15.2% of the variance with the three variables was not
statistically significant, p = .227. In step 2, pulse wave velocity was able to increase variance
explained by 7.5%, however, this change was not significantly statistical. In this analysis, pulse
wave velocity increased variability explained by 7.5%, p = .055.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
In this study, we addressed the question of whether adiposity, vascular health, and brain
hemodynamic response are associated with inhibitory control ability in healthy adults. Our
primary results were that; a) greater waist-to-hip ratio and pulse wave velocity were associated
with poorer response cancellation ability, b) greater waist-to-hip ratio and pulse wave velocity
were associated with reduced response restraint PFC hemodynamic response, c) greater body
mass index and body fat percentage were associated with reduced response cancellation PFC
hemodynamic response. Furthermore, we found that pulse wave velocity was able to account for
significantly more variance in response cancellation score when added to a model which
included age, SES, and body fat percentage.
Adiposity, Response Inhibition, and PFC Hemodynamics
The observed behavioral performance on the Cued Go/No-go task indicated issues with
the task design. Notably, the mean error rate for the Go/No-go task was below 1%. The
extremely low amounts of errors indicate that our task design was not difficult enough to index
variability in response restraint ability. Comparable results were seen by Calvo, Gunstad, and
Spitznagel (2014) who used the same task and also did not find significant differences between
obese and non-obese groups. Since our sample was younger and of higher socioeconomic status,
a more challenging task may better index response restraint performance. Alternatively, other
studies have used a modified Go/No-go task using food stimuli. In these studies, significant
differences were found between normal weight and obese groups (Batterink, Yokum, & Strice,
2010; Mobbs et al., 2011; Silvers et al., 2014). Additionally, Gerdan and Kurt (2020)
demonstrated that differences between normal weight and obese were not seen in Go/No-go
neutral stimuli, but were evident when food stimuli were used. Likewise, these authors also
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demonstrated that performance in obese individuals was also a function of the calorie content of
the food stimuli.
Nevertheless, our results did show that a greater waist-to-hip ratio was associated with
poorer response cancellation ability. This finding parallels findings from other studies showing
differences in stop signal performance between normal weight and centrally obese adults
(Karunathilaka, Hewage, Wimalasekera, & Amarasekara, 2018). However, we expected that all
adiposity measures would be significantly related to response cancellation performance. Our null
findings for body mass index and body fat percentage are contrary to several studies which show
significant differences between obese and normal-weight groups based on BMI (Bongers et al.,
2015; Hendrick et al., 2012; Lavagnino et al., 2016; Mole et al., 2014). Our findings that waistto-hip ratio is more associated with performance add support to the literature which highlights
abdominal obesity as a stronger and more sensitive predictor of cardiovascular risk and adverse
effects on the brain (Iantorno, Campia, Di Daniele, Nistico, Forleo, Cardillo, & Tesauro, 2014;
Lavie et al., 2014; Kurth et al., 2012).
When investigating task-related hemodynamic response, some indices of obesity were
associated with poorer hemodynamics response. Greater waist-to-hip ratio was associated with
blunted prefrontal cortex hemodynamic response during the response restraint inhibition while
greater body mass index and body fat percentage were associated with blunted PFC
hemodynamic response during response cancellation. Again, we expected that all three indices of
adiposity would be associated with poorer PFC hemodynamic response for both tasks.
Neuroimaging studies do show that frontal activity is reduced in obese participants for tasks of
inhibition, however, there have been few studies which focus on specifically on response
restraint and response cancellation, and even fewer which do not use food-based stimuli
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(Lavagnino, Arnone, Cao, Soares, & Selvaraj, 2016; Hsu, et al., 2017; Stingl et al., 2011). It is
also notable that body mass index and body fat percentage were significantly related to decreased
right PFC hemodynamic during the Stop Signal task. This is similar to fMRI results which
demonstrated the right PFC is involved in going, stopping, and failing such as in the Stop Signal
task (Chevrier, Noseworthy, & Schachar, 2007; Levy & Wagner, 2011).
Arterial Stiffness, Response Inhibition, and PFC Hemodynamics
To our knowledge, this is one of the first studies to investigate the relationship of arterial
stiffness, response inhibition, and PFC hemodynamic response. While pulse wave velocity may
reflect the overall health of the vascular system, measuring the specific PFC hemodynamic
response may reflect a better index of vascular health in the brain (Davenport, Hogan, Eskes,
Longman, & Poulin, 2012). We found that greater arterial stiffness was associated with response
cancellation ability and reduced hemodynamic response during the response restraint task. The
literature establishes that increased arterial stiffness is associated with decreased cognitive
functioning and brain structure changes (Singer et al., 2014). Increased pulse wave velocity in
older adults is associated with increased altered white matter structures in the PFC and poorer
executive functioning (Elias et al., 2009; Kennedy & Raz, 2009; Poels et al., 2007). A recent
systematic review points out that increased arterial stiffness has a strong relationship to declines
in gray matter and white matter connectivity resulting in greater loss of cognitive function later
in life, especially executive control (Badji, Sabra, Bherer, Cohen-Adad, Girouard, & Gauthier,
2019). Our results add support and further findings to younger adults.
Therefore, we expected to find that greater arterial stiffness would be significantly
associated with poorer response inhibition performance. Our results did indicate significant
relationships between response restraint and response cancellation abilities. However, the results
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from the Cued Go/No-go task demonstrated the opposite relationship as expected. Our task and
index of performance, the vertical cue no-go errors, were highly influenced by lack of task
difficulty, as the majority of scores were at ceiling and there was little variability. Likewise, as
previously discussed with the indices of adiposity, it may be important to consider that response
restrain deficits seen with individuals with obesity as specific to food-related stimuli (Batterink,
Yokum, & Strice, 2010; Gerdan & Kurt, 2020; Mobbs et al., 2011; Silvers et al., 2014).
Our results reveal a significant association between poorer response cancellation ability
and increased arterial stiffness. This is similar to our findings for waist-to-hip ratio, which is
highly associated with vascular health, as those with abdominal obesity have increased blood
pressure, altered arterial function, and structure, and increase systemic inflammation (Yukin,
2003; Panagiotakos, Pitsavos, Yannakoulia, Chrysohoou, & Stefanadis, 2005; Singer, Trollor,
Baune, Sachdev, & Smith, 2014 ). All of these factors are also associated with poorer executive
functioning in older adults (Badji, Sabra, Bherer, Cohen-Adad, Girouard, & Gauthier, 2019).
The importance of arterial stiffness to response cancellation ability is further supported
by results from our hierarchical regression analysis. In our hierarchical regression analysis, we
observed a significant increase in variance explained above and beyond the variance explained
by the age, socioeconomic status, and body fat percentage with the addition of pulse wave
velocity. Pulse wave velocity was able to add 9% in variance explained. This increase in
variance supports our hypothesis that pulse wave velocity is a significant factor contributing to
response cancellation performance. Furthermore, this may support the idea that even in young
adulthood, arterial stiffness contributes to inhibitory control.
Considering the associations between arterial stiffness and PFC hemodynamic response,
our results are mixed. Pulse wave velocity was associated with PFC hemodynamic response
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during the Go/No-go task however not during the Stop Signal task. This is especially difficult to
understand because of the inversed relationship we found for body mass index and body fat
percentage, which was associated with PFC hemodynamic response during the Stop Signal task,
yet did not during the Go/No-go task. This result may indicate that task difficulty may be
influencing results. Where the Go/No-go task is simple and performance is accuracy, pulse wave
velocity is seen to influence the overall levels of PFC hemoglobin. The Stop Signal task is more
difficult and those with increased arterial stiffness may have greater activation but poorer
accuracy. Likewise, the lack of results may be from the processing methodology of PFC
hemodynamic response. Furthermore, our results were not significant across all areas of the PFC.
Since the current study averaged over the entire task, the influence of pulse wave velocity may
be obscured. Chevrier, Noseworthy, and Schachar (2007) point out that PFC activity during the
Stop Signal task is a sequence of activity that changes over the trials. Likewise, neuroimaging
paradigms often use trial or stimuli related hemodynamics to explore the influence of obesity
(Lavagnino, Arnone, Cao, Soares, & Selvaraj, 2016; Hsu, et al., 2017; Stingl et al., 2011).
Summary
Our sample reflects national and global trends in obesity as a large percentage of the
sample was considered overweight or obese (Hales, Fryar, Carroll, Freedman, & Ogden, 2018;
Inoue, Qin, Poti, Sokol, & Gordon-Larsen, 2018). The concern with growing rates of unhealthy
weight is the influence it has on health, especially those impacting the cardiovascular system and
primary organ systems, leading to poor health outcomes, chronic disease, and earlier mortality
(Dixon, 2010; Nejat, Polotsky, & Pal, 2010). The positive association between higher BMI,
abdominal obesity and increased arterial stiffness is in our sample of healthy adults is alarming
because of the long term consequences seen in older adulthood especially concerning cognitive
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functioning (Badji, Sabra, Bherer, Cohen-Adad, Girouard, & Gauthier, 2019; Dye, Boyle,
Champ, & Lawton, 2017).
Our results add support to the idea that cardiovascular health is important to cognition,
especially executive functions (Davenport, Hogan, Eskes, Longman, & Poulin, 2012; Barnes &
Corkery, 2018; Hwang & Castelli, 2015). Moreover, our findings add further that cognitive
functioning is related to arterial stiffness (Hajjar, Goldstein, Martin, & Quyyumi. 2016; Singer,
Trollor, Baune, Sachdev, & Smith, 2014; Waldstein, Rice, Thayer, Najjar, Scuteri, &
Zonderman, 2008). Our study adds to the literature when it comes to considering the specific
inhibitory control abilities. It highlights the need to investigate separately the abilities that many
researchers combine into one index of inhibitory control.
When investigating the role of cognition specifically with health behaviors, there is a
need to investigate separately the types of inhibition based on their processes. This separation
between response restraint and response cancellation can enhance the understanding and can
indicate if they may have different implications when it comes to health behaviors. Evidence
from Dohle, Diel, and Hofmann’s (2018) systematic review does support that stopping (i.e.
response cancellation ability) may be important to weight gain as unhealthy eating behaviors are
strong prepotent actions which ruin dietary intentions. However, adiposity and health are not
only influenced by eating behaviors. Nevertheless, their review does show the need for more
primary research demonstrating how these specific inhibitory control processes specifically
contribute to behaviors and health.
Considering the findings concerning the indices of adiposity, our results indicate that
research needs to pay special attention to waist-to-hip ratios. Our study adds to the literature by
showing that waist-to-hip ratio was not only associated with PFC hemoglobin levels during
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response restraint but also performance during the response cancellation task. Yet, we do need to
consider the general indices of obesity, as body mass index and body fat percentage were found
to be related to PFC hemoglobin levels during the Stop Signal task. The strength of the findings
is highlighted by the results surrounding arterial stiffness. Even in our sample of younger adults,
arterial stiffness is related to response cancellation ability and mean level of PFC HbO2 during
the response restraint task. This strengthens the argument that cardiovascular health is crucial to
cognitive performance but further extends it into a group of reality health younger adults.
Taking all into account, the results demonstrate the importance of maintaining a healthy weight
and health behaviors that support cardiovascular health (Kennedy et al., 2018; Bancks et al.,
2019).
Overall, the current study is limited in its conclusions due to sample and methodological
principals. Even though rigorous recruitment procedures were taken to get a wide variable
sample, however, participants were younger and more educated. Likewise, the current study only
used one index of each inhibition ability. A more robust manner to index these abilities would be
to use multiple tasks to index response restraint and response cancellation, this allows for a more
valid and reliable measure of the actual ability. Furthermore, since the design was correlational,
causal associations cannot be made between health factors and cognitive performance. More
importantly, neuroimaging data from fNIRS was averaged over trials, tasks, and areas. Variation
in the trial data is lost and approaches based on cross random effects should be explored in future
studies to model trial-level variability to better account for trial by trial changes in frontal
hemodynamics (Hoffman & Rovine, 2007).
Collectively, findings from the current study help support the current idea that cognitive
functioning is closely related to health, however, it also demonstrates the need for future
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investigation with rigorous experimental design. Future studies will need to better dissect
cognitive processes using robust cognitive task designs and neuroimaging paradigms that can
better determine task-related PFC responses. Likewise, added measures of vascular health,
inflammation, and body composition would add valuable information in explaining the
mechanisms driving the relationship between health and cognitive functioning.
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APPENDIX A
Recruitment Procedures
Recruitment started on April 9th, 2019 and ended
March, 26 2020. On Facebook, two posts invited people to
participate (Appendix A). Post A was shared on
approximately 37 local Facebook groups one to two times
per month. The number of group members ranged from 403
to 107,671.
Facebook post statistics indicate that 37, 155 people
viewed the post and had 1,965 interactions which include
Likes, Comments, or Shares. The post was clicked 1,378
which include; 60 clicks on the “learn more button”, 219
clicks on the post photo, and 1,099 clicks on either the links
contained within the text of the post or the title of the post.
Since Facebook limits the text allowed on paid ad
posts, paid ads used a different post photo (Appendix A, Post
B). Post B reached 592 people and had 143 engagements
(clicks, comments, shares) over a one-month period and cost
$18.38 USD. Post B engagements were primary made on the
Facebook news feed on the Facebook mobile App (67.3%)
by females (71.9%) age 35 to 44.
Social Media Post/Craigslist Ad Text
Hey El Paso! Are you 18 to 50 years old? Are you free of any major medical conditions & skin allergies?
If you answered yes to these, you should be eligible to participate in a short study. We will measure your
body fat percentage and vascular health. Then you will complete a few computerized tasks while having
your brain monitored with a device which looks like a headband. The study lasts for about an hour and
thirty minutes. Parking will be provided on campus. Afterwards you will be provided with data on our
findings and a $15 Walmart gift card. We are looking for people of all fitness levels- low to high and all
body types! Use the Link below to see if you qualify and to sign up for the study.
https://utepstudyeligibility.questionpro.com Give Us a Call if interested (915) 209 -1441 Many thanks!

Print Recruitment Ads
Two different types of flyers were placed in public places including the University of Texas El
Paso, two public libraries, and two public posting boards in commercial centers. The flyers were
printed on 11x17 paper and 9.5x11 paper in both black and white and in color. Color flyers were
placed in the libraries and commercial centers. Permission was received from the facilities to
place the signage.
Changes in Recruitment Procedure
Checks were performed on participant demographics to ensure variation of participant
age. In the August, the majority (65%) were under the age of 30. Changes to recruitment
materials (changing the age range from 18-50 to 30-50) were submitted and approved by the
IRB. This change allowed for recruitment to focus on older participants since a larger number of
young participants were willing to participate.
Appendix A (continued)
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Social Media Post A & Printed 11x17 Flyer:

Social Media Post Photo B:

Printed 9.5 x 11 Flyer:
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APPENDIX B
Eligibility Questionnaire
Page 1 Thanks for your interest in our research study. This six-question survey will determine if
you are eligible to participate. Your participation in this survey is completely voluntary.
However, if you feel uncomfortable answering any questions, you can withdraw from the survey
at any point. Your responses will be strictly confidential, and no identifying data is collected it is
only to determine eligibility for the UTEP health research study. Thank you very much for your
time and support. Please start with the survey now by clicking on the NEXT button below.
Page 2 What is your age?
Page 3 Do you have any skin allergies, such as to latex?
Yes No
Page 4 Do you use any type of tobacco products (cigarettes, e-cigarettes, chewing, etc.)? Yes No
Page 5 Have you been diagnosed with and/or take medicines for any of the conditions below?
Yes No
High Blood Pressure (Hypertension)
High Cholesterol (Hyperlipidemia)
Coronary Atherosclerosis
Coronary Heart Disease
Diabetes
Metabolic Syndrome
Hypothyroidism
Hyperthyroidism
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
Recently Pregnant or Nursing
Alcohol or Drug Dependence
Page 6 Have you ever suffered a traumatic brain injury or major head injury? Yes No
Page 7 Are you able to travel to UTEP to take part in the research study? Yes No
If the participant stated they were between the ages of 18-50 and answered No to questions 2-6,
and Yes to question 7, they were deemed eligible and redirected to appointment system via
Appointlet.com where they could select their study time. If participants were not in the age range
or answered yes to any of questions 2-6, or no to question 7 they were deemed ineligible and
redirected to a page thanking them for their interest and providing contact information for further
information.
In total, the eligibility questionnaire was viewed 1,814 times and started by 441 potential
participants with 195 people stopping mid questionnaire. Of the people who stopped, 13% did so
on the 1st page, 3% on the 2nd page, 1% on the 3rd page, 2% on the 4th page, 14% on the 5th page,
6% were on the 6th page, and 59% on the 7th question. Overall, 103 did not meet recruitment
criteria, and 143 successfully completed the screener and were redirected to the online appointment
system hosted on Appointlet.com.
Appointet.com Appointment Scheduling
As indicated by the Appointlet.com scheduling system there was a total of 133 appointments
scheduled. Of these, 70 participants attended their appointment. Twenty participants either
cancelled or had their appointment cancelled. Seven participants rescheduled their appointments
and 22 participants did not show up for the scheduled appointment. When participants did not
show up to their appointment contact was attempted via SMS and phone call.
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APPENDIX C
Demographics Questionnaire
1.What is your gender?
2.What year were you born?
3.What month were you born?
4.What is your race/ethnicity? (Select all that apply)
1. White/Caucasian
4. Asian
7.
Other
2. African American
5. Native American
3. Hispanic
6. Pacific Islander
5.What is your primary language (the language that you speak most often with friends/family)?
1. English
2.Spanish
3.Other
6.How would you rate your language proficiency?
Average
Terrible
Poor
Good Excellent
N/A
(Proficient)
English
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
Spanish
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
Other (If indicated above)
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
7.What is your occupation? (e.g. Unemployed, Student, military, self-employed, medicine etc.)
8.What is the highest degree of education you have received?
1. Professional or Honors (Ph.D, MD, JD, etc.)
2. Graduate (MA, MBA, MS, LLM, etc.)
3. Undergraduate (AA, BA, BS, Specialty Certification) 4. High school certificate (GED, Diploma)
5. Completed Middle school
9.What is your household's monthly income before taxes?
1. Less than $850
2. $850 to $2,000
3. $2,000 to $3,999
4. $4,000 to $6,999
5. $7,000 to $11,999
6. Above $12,000
10.Do you currently use any tobacco products? (e.g. Cigarettes, cigars, e-cigarettes, chew, etc.)
11.If so, when was the last time you smoked (or when you quit)? (*If never smoked please click Not
Applicable in the box)
1. Less than 30 days
2. Within 30 days
3. 2 to 6 months
4. 6 to 12 months
5. Greater than 12 months
6. Not Applicable
12.Do you currently consume alcohol?
13.If you do consume alcohol, how many days a week do you consume alcohol?
14.On a weekly average, how many times did you perform...
0 times
1 time
2-3 times 4-5 times 6-7 times
Light intensive activities (e.g. walking,
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
standing for excess periods, etc.)

Moderate intensive activities (e.g. Brisk
walking, heaving cleaning, light cycling, etc.)
Vigorous intensive activities (Jogging,
running, weightlifting, heavy lifting, etc)

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

15.On average, how many times a day within the past week did you exercise for at least 30 minutes?
1. Less than 1 time
2. 1-2 times
3. 3-4 times
4. 4 or more times
5. Everyday
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16.On an average night, how many consecutive, undisturbed hours of sleep do you think you get?
1. 2 Hours or less
2. 3-4 Hours
3. 5-6 Hours
4. 7-8 Hours
5. 9-10 Hours 6.10 Hours or >
17.Generally, how do you rate the following aspects of your sleep?
1 Poor
2
3
4
5 Excellent
Quality
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
Length
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
18.In general, after a typical night's rest, how do you feel?
Very unsatisfied, grumpy Unsatisfied Neutral or just Satisfied and Well rested, satisfied,
and fatigued
and tired
OK
well Rested and re-energized
I feel...
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
19.With your consent, have you ever been diagnosed with the following?
Yes
No
Unsure
Hypertension (e.g. high blood pressure)
❏
❏
❏
High Cholesterol
❏
❏
❏
Pre-Diabetic

❏

❏

❏

Diabetic

❏

❏

❏

Heart Disease

❏

❏

❏

Metabolic Syndrome

❏

❏

❏

Asthma

❏

❏

❏

Arthritis

❏

❏

❏

Anxiety

❏

❏

❏

Depression

❏

❏

❏

Hypothyroidism

❏

❏

❏

Major Depressive Disorder

❏

❏

❏

Coronary Atherosclerosis

❏

❏

❏

Any behavioral disorder (e.g. Bipolar,
Schizophrenia, etc.)
Any rare medical condition

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

20.What have you eaten/drank today? (Please be as detailed as possible)
21.Have you performed any strenuous activity (exercise, cardio, work) for more than 30
minutes? If so please describe.
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APPENDIX D
University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) Institutional Review Board Informed
Consent Form for Research Involving Human Subjects
Protocol Title: Vascular Health and Brain Functioning: The Association of Arterial Stiffness with
Cerebral Hemodynamic Response and Inhibitory Control
Principal Investigator: John Capps
UTEP Department of Psychology
In this consent form, “you” always means the study subject. If you are a legally authorized
representative, please remember that “you” refers to the study subject.
Introduction You are being asked to take part voluntarily in the research project described below.
You are encouraged to take your time in making your decision. It is important that you read the
information that describes the study. Please ask the study researcher or the study staff to explain
any words or information that you do not clearly understand.
Why is this study being done? Determine the relationship between vascular health factors, brain
response, and cognitive performance
Approximately, 50 individuals will be enrolling in this study at UTEP.
You are being asked to be in the study because you expressed interested in participation and have
indicated that you are do not have any know skin allergies, have never had a significant head
injury, and not taking any medication, supplements or illicit substances which may affect your
performance. If you decide to enroll in this study, your involvement will last about one hour for
one session.
What is involved in the study? If you agree to take part in this study, the research team will:
measure your body fat percentage using a BodPod machine, measure your blood pressure, measure
pulse wave velocity using ECG sensors and a tonometer against your pulse in your neck and guide
you while completing computerized tasks.
You will: have you complete an electronic questionnaire, have health metrics measured including
body fat percentage using a BodPod machine, blood pressure, pulse wave velocity and then
complete 2 computerized tasks while wearing a brain scanning headband.
What are the risks and discomforts of the study? The risks associated with this research are no
greater than those involved in daily activities. There are no known or anticipated risks or
discomforts associated with participation.
What will happen if I am injured in this study? The University of Texas at El Paso and its
affiliates do not offer to pay for or cover the cost of medical treatment for research related illness
or injury. No funds have been set aside to pay or reimburse you in the event of such injury or
illness. You will not give up any of your legal rights by signing this consent form. You should
report any such injury to John Capps at (910)274-1443 and to the UTEP Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at (915-747-7693) or irb.orsp@utep.edu.
Are there benefits to taking part in this study?
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You are not likely to benefit by taking part in this study. You will be provided with data you’re
your health measurements which are not clinically reliable but may help inform you and your
doctor about current health which may need to be assessed by your primary care physician. This
research may help us to aid in establishing that cerebral hemodynamic response (cerebrovascular
reserve- the ability for cerebral blood vessels to respond to a need) as a mechanism linking overall
vascular health and cognitive performance. Likewise, these findings will aid in future studies
establishing the technique of combined fNIRS monitoring and cognitive testing as a clinical tool
to measure cerebrovascular reserve.
What are my costs?
There are no direct costs.
Will I be paid to participate in this study?
You will be compensated for your participation in the form of $15 Walmart gift card.
What other options are there?
You have the option not to take part in this study. There will be no penalties involved if you choose
not to take part in this study.
What if I want to withdraw, or am asked to withdraw from this study?
Taking part in this study is voluntary. You have the right to choose not to take part in this study.
If you do not take part in the study, there will be no penalty or loss of benefit. If you choose to take
part, you have the right to skip any questions or stop at any time. However, we encourage you to
talk to a member of the research group so that they know why you are leaving the study. If there
are any new findings during the study that may affect whether you want to continue to take part,
you will be told about them. The researcher may decide to stop your participation without your
permission, if he or she thinks that being in the study may cause you harm.
Who do I call if I have questions or problems?
You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions later, you may call John Capps
at (910)274-1443, jwcapps@miners.utep.edu If you have questions or concerns about your
participation as a research subject, please contact the UTEP Institutional Review Board (IRB) at
(915-747-7693) or irb.orsp@utep.edu.
What about confidentiality? Your part in this study is confidential. The following procedures
will be followed to keep their personal information confidential. You will be assigned an arbitrary
number in order to link your questionnaires with your other data. The results of this research study
may be presented at meetings or in publications; however, your name will not be disclosed in those
presentations. All records will be stored locally on password protected computers and in locked
filing cabinets. The room containing both the computers and filing cabinets will be locked and
only be accessible by the researchers.
Mandatory reporting If information is revealed about child abuse or neglect, or potentially
dangerous future behavior to others, the law requires that this information be reported to the proper
authorities.
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Authorization Statement I have read each page of this paper about the study (or it was read to
me). I will be given a copy of the form to keep. I know I can stop being in this study without
penalty. I know that being in this study is voluntary and I choose to be in this study.
______________________________________________
Participant’s Name (printed)

______________________________________________
Participant’s Signature

______________

Date

_____________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent

Date
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APPENDIX E
Raw Light Processing Script
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// fnirSoft script
// fNIRS script for refining raw light data
// Date created: 4/8/2019 6:14:09 AM
//
fs.Lightgraph.Refine(lightgraph1 method.fir)
fs.Lightgraph.Refine(lightgraph1 method.ambient use.refined)
fs.Lightgraph.Refine(lightgraph1 method.smar use.refined)

Oxygenation Data Processing Script
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// fnirSoft script
// fNIRS script for refining oxygenation data
// Author: John Capps
// Date created: 4/8/2019 6:30:54 AM
//
Oxygraph.Refine(oxygraph1 method.detrending);
Oxygraph.Refine(oxygraph1 method.cbsi use.refined);

Data Extraction Processing Script
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// fnirSoft script
// fNIRS script for extracting block variables
// Author: John Capps
// Date created: 4/10/2019 8:30:54 AM
//
//GO/NO-GO TASK
//Extract HBO/HBR DATAS
HBO.GNG.LV =
HBO.GNG.SD =
HBO.GNG.Min =
HBO.GNG.Max =

Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MeanWithin( Find( "hbo.Block" "GNG")))
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.StdWithin( Find( "hbo.Block" "GNG" )))
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MinWithin( Find("hbo.Block" "GNG" )))
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MaxWithin( Find("hbo.Block" "GNG" )))

HBR.GNG.LV =
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MeanWithin( Find( "hbr.Block" "GNG" )))
HBR.GNG.SD =
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.StdWithin( Find( "hbr.Block" "GNG" )))
HBR.GNG.Min =
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MinWithin(Find("hbr.Block" "GNG" )))
HBR.GNG.Max =
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MaxWithin(Find("hbr.Block" "GNG" )))
//HBO Trim to only middle 4 optodes
//HBO MEAN
HBO.GNG.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBO.GNG.LV"))
HBO.GNG.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBO.GNG.FR")))))))
F4.HBO.GNG = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBO.GNG.FR1")))))))
//HBO-Sd
HBO.GNG.SD.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBO.GNG.SD"))
HBO.GNG.SD.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBO.GNG.SD.FR")))))))
F4.HBO.GNG.SD = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBO.GNG.SD.FR1")))))))
//HBO-MIN & MAX
HBO.GNG.MIN.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBO.GNG.Min"))
HBO.GNG.MIN.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBO.GNG.min.FR")))))))
F4.HBO.GNG.MIN = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBO.GNG.MIN.FR1")))))))
HBO.GNG.MAX.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find (name "HBO.GNG.Max"))
HBO.GNG.Max.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBO.GNG.Max.FR")))))))
F4.HBO.GNG.MAX = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBO.GNG.Max.FR1")))))))
//HBR Trim to only middle 4 optodes
//HBR MEAN
HBR.GNG.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBR.GNG.LV"))
HBR.GNG.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBR.GNG.FR")))))))
F4.HBR.GNG = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBR.GNG.FR1")))))))
//HBR-Sd
HBR.GNG.SD.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBR.GNG.SD"))
HBR.GNG.SD.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBR.GNG.SD.FR")))))))
F4.HBR.GNG.SD = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBR.GNG.SD.FR1")))))))
//HBR-MIN & MAX
HBR.GNG.MIN.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBR.GNG.Min"))
HBR.GNG.MIN.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBR.GNG.min.FR")))))))
F4.HBR.GNG.MIN = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBR.GNG.MIN.FR1")))))))
HBR.GNG.MAX.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find (name "HBR.GNG.Max"))
HBR.GNG.Max.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBR.GNG.Max.FR")))))))
F4.HBR.GNG.MAX = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBR.GNG.Max.FR1")))))))

//STOP SIGNAL TASK
//Extract HBO/HBR DATAS
HBO.SST.LV =
HBO.SST.SD =
HBO.SST.Min =
HBO.SST.Max =

Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MeanWithin( Find( "hbo.Block" "SST" )))
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.StdWithin( Find( "hbo.Block" "SST" )))
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MinWithin( Find("hbo.Block" "SST" )))
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MaxWithin( Find("hbo.Block" "SST" )))
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HBR.SST.LV =
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MeanWithin( Find( "hbr.Block" "SST" )))
HBR.SST.SD =
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.StdWithin( Find( "hbr.Block" "SST" )))
HBR.SST.Min =
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MinWithin(Find("hbr.Block" "SST" )))
HBR.SST.Max =
Temporal.MeanAcross( Temporal.MaxWithin(Find("hbr.Block" "SST" )))
//HBO Trim to only middle 4 optodes
//HBO MEAN
HBO.SST.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBO.SST.LV"))
HBO.SST.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBO.SST.FR")))))))
F4.HBO.SST = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBO.SST.FR1")))))))
//HBO-Sd
HBO.SST.SD.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBO.SST.SD"))
HBO.SST.SD.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBO.SST.SD.FR")))))))
F4.HBO.SST.SD = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBO.SST.SD.FR1")))))))
//HBO-MIN & MAX
HBO.SST.MIN.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBO.SST.Min"))
HBO.SST.MIN.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBO.SST.min.FR")))))))
F4.HBO.SST.MIN = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBO.SST.MIN.FR1")))))))
HBO.SST.MAX.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find (name "HBO.SST.Max"))
HBO.SST.Max.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBO.SST.Max.FR")))))))
F4.HBO.SST.MAX = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBO.SST.Max.FR1")))))))
//HBR Trim to only middle 4 optodes
//HBR MEAN
HBR.SST.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBR.SST.LV"))
HBR.SST.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBR.SST.FR")))))))
F4.HBR.SST = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBR.SST.FR1")))))))
//HBR-Sd
HBR.SST.SD.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBR.SST.SD"))
HBR.SST.SD.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBR.SST.SD.FR")))))))
F4.HBR.SST.SD = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBR.SST.SD.FR1")))))))
//HBR-MIN & MAX
HBR.SST.MIN.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find(name "HBR.SST.Min"))
HBR.SST.MIN.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBR.SST.min.FR")))))))
F4.HBR.SST.MIN = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBR.SST.MIN.FR1")))))))
HBR.SST.MAX.FR = Spatial.Reject( [1 2 3 4 5 6 11 12 13 14 15 16] Find (name "HBR.SST.Max"))
HBR.SST.Max.FR1= Spatial.TrimFirst( Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst(Spatial.TrimFirst( Find(name "HBR.SST.Max.FR")))))))
F4.HBR.SST.MAX = Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Spatial.TrimLast( Find(name "HBR.SST.Max.FR1")))))))
//Compile and Export
//Compile Datas to ARRAYS
DataGNG = [F4.HBO.GNG F4.HBO.GNG.SD F4.HBO.GNG.MIN F4.HBO.GNG.MAX F4.HBR.GNG F4.HBR.GNG.SD F4.HBR.GNG.MIN F4.HBR.GNG.MAX]
DataSST1 = [F4.HBO.SST F4.HBO.SST.SD F4.HBO.SST.MIN F4.HBO.SST.MAX F4.HBR.SST F4.HBR.SST.SD F4.HBR.SST.MIN F4.HBR.SST.MAX]
//Compile Datas to VECTOR
Alldata = [DataGNG DataSST1]
//Export to Datafile
Export2csv ("compileddataHC#" Alldata)
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